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Abstract: 

In this global information age, there has been explosive growth in volume of information with an 

ever-increasing proportion of factually incorrect information. Fake news is intentionally 

fabricated news articles or information and has garnered a considerable amount of media 

attention in recent past. As users receive plethora of information with the growth of digital and 

social media, there is very blurred line distinguishing between fake and the real. This study 

focuses on what fake news is and how a librarian can play an important role in developing 

media literacy and critical thinking skills among the students so that they can achieve capability 

to retrieve, validate, manage, analyze and use the information they are bombarded with 

effectively. The study was conducted among Doon University library users to know their 

awareness and how they can spot the fake news. 
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1. Introduction: 

We are living in an age where we are surrounded with misleading news or fake news. Fake news 

can be broadly understood as the news articles that are intentionally planted in the media and are 

factually incorrect, and could mislead readers (Allcott and Gentzkow)1. Fake news can also be 

defined as intentionally fabricated news articles or information that is widely shared from 

unauthentic news sources or websites to spread rumor. It also includes the article published in 

satirical websites that can be misunderstood as factual and true especially when viewed on social 

networking websites such as facebook and twitter feeds. Fake news or misleading news is not a 

new phenomenon. It has been around since news became a concept 500 years ago with the 

invention of print, in fact, than verified, objective news, which emerged in force a little more 

than a century ago(Soll)2. With the spread of internet and instant messaging services, fake news 

has reached millions of people and can sway people’s opinion in a very short span of time. 
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That’s why it has attracted a sizeable amount of media attention in the last few years. With an 

increasing dependence on social media or the digital world, the consumer needs a special 

attention to scan non-biased news by reviewing multiple and authentic sources to find out 

credible news. 

 

2. Review of Literature: 

Since its inception it has been most debated topic. The review shall take a look on important 

findings pertaining to fake news and the importance of media literacy. 

Barthel and others (2016)3 in their study found that most Americans are aware of the facts that 

made-up news is having an influence. About two-in-three U.S. adults (64%) say fictitious news 

stories cause a great deal of misunderstanding about the basic facts of current issues and 

events.  Furthermore, in a recent BBC study titled ‘The Value of News – and the Importance of 

Trust’, stated that close to 83% of its respondents said they were more inclined to refer to well-

established news brands owing to the increasing circulation of fake news and nearly 72% of 

them have a tough time distinguishing real information from fabricated news (Scroll.in 2017)4. 

The study conducted by Gottfried and Shearer (2016)5revealed that 62% users get news from 

social media and found that facebook is the largest social networking site to get news share. 

Silverman and others (2016)6and Batchelor(2017)7alsofound in their respective study that people 

rely on facebook and twitter and revealed that these tools played vital role in the spread of 

misinformation. Barclay (2017)8 addressed that information literacy must be focused on the 

ability to critically evaluate the credibility and of information sources. It will require librarians, 

faculty and administrators to work together. Rochlin(2017)9states that library and information 

professionals have the responsibility to take the epidemic of fake news as a central concern. 

Stein-smith (2017)10emphasized that students need to be able to deploy their critical thinking 

skills to effectively evaluate the steady stream of news stories they are exposed to throughout the 

day.  Anderson(2017)11discussed the role of librarian in both, to defend/know the truth and to 

help library patrons discriminate between truth, error and propaganda. While McGivney and 

others (2017)12advocates on designing information literacy skills to empower students and 

researchers to become more aware of the context and origins of information, and to be able to 

examine it critically. 

http://www.journalism.org/author/jgottfried/
http://www.journalism.org/author/eshearer/
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3. Fake vs Real: 

Fake news is the news that is factually incorrect information published on subject whose main 

objective is to mislead consumer in believing what is being conveyed for meeting his/her own 

vested interest which can be commercial/political or otherwise. Real news contains authentic real 

byline of a genuine journalist dedicated to the truth. Real news includes multiple primary sources 

validating the sources and analysis when discussing a contentious claim. Fake news includes 

false URLs, fake sources or alternative facts that can be proved as false or incorrect on further 

research. Real news is published by trustworthy media outlets with a strong fact checking record, 

such as the BBC, NPR, PTI etc(McClure,2017)13.There is another  dimension of publicity  which 

has come up  in  recent past  which is  termed as paid news. Paid news or paid content14 is a 

piece of information in magazines, newspapers, and digital media which is basically an 

advertisement in the garb of news. Paid news is circulated to create favorable environment for 

the institution or individual that has paid for it. This kind of information is a serious misconduct 

as it misleads the citizens by not letting them know the real news and they are not able to 

distinguish whether it is a fact or an advertisement. 

 

3.1: Media and Information Literacy: 

Apart from traditional practices such as procuring, managing and disseminating information to 

end users, the foremost job of librarian is to assist users in their research and develop information 

literacy and critical thinking skills. Information literacy is a vital component of this information 

age. A well informed citizen is important constituent of an active democracy and information 

literacy plays an important role in sustaining democratic institutions. The objective of the UN 

Literacy Decade (2003-2012) is to provide education to all by extending literacy to the 860 

million illiterate adults and the 113 million children out of school worldwide15. Prominent library 

association such as ACRL (American College and Research libraries), ALA (American library 

Association), Council of Australian University Librarians (CAUL), etc. has recognized the need 

for information literacy. Furthermore, UNESCO (United Nations Educational Scientific and 

Cultural Organization, 1946) is also playing a vital role in imparting information literacy. 

According to American Library Association (ALA)16 Information literacy is a set of skills that 

http://www.bbc.com/
http://www.npr.org/
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are needed to recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and 

use effectively the needed information. Information literacy has wider horizon and applications 

and covers concepts such as user education, bibliographic instructions, library instructions, and 

library research. Information competence is the amalgamation of media literacy, library literacy, 

computer literacy, technological literacy, critical thinking, ethics, and communication skills. 

(CSU Work Group on Information Competence 1995)17.Media literacy is defined as the ability to 

access the media, to understand and to critically evaluate different aspects of the media and 

media content and to create communications in a variety of contexts (European Commission, 

2007)18.Duncan (2006)19 cited the definition given by Ontario Association for Media Literacy on 

media literacy and its educational aspects. It is education that aims to increase students’ 

understanding and enjoyment of how the media work, how they produce meaning, how they are 

organized, and how they construct reality and develop ability to create media products.  

Media literacy can be understood as the capability to think critically and analyze the information 

that we read and create. It includes the ability to differentiate fact from opinion/fiction. It also 

helps in understanding how media and marketing channels can be used to persuade people to 

believe in misinformation. Media literacy is important as it imparts analytical thinking to 

students and empowers them to interpret the information correctly and immunize them against 

undue persuasion and false information presented by media or other sources. Media literacy 

skills are also important tools for students as they become active participants in democracy. 

 

3.2: Librarian and Fake News 

According to Wineburg20Librarians are natural allies for educators in helping students to become 

critical news consumers. Librarians with their inherent trait for carrying out in-depth research 

before arriving at conclusion can add value to users to find out authentic information. Librarians 

are skilled to determine credible sources. They can help patrons to learn the skills to evaluate the 

information they encounter everyday whether through print or online resources. They can 

provide various procedures to enable patrons to critically assess sources, facts, and context. 

Librarians can play a critical role in helping users of any background, irrespective of age, 

educational status to become critical and authentic news consumers. A positive impact of current 
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uproar of fake news should act as the precursor of the need of information literacy as key skill to 

identify credible news on web and traditional publications. 

An information and media literacy skill enables users to identify fake news and helps them to 

judge and evaluate which part of the information is factually correct. In the plethora of 

information, users should also have critical thinking to analyze and evaluate the information.  

To help patrons to distinguish between real and fake, librarians should conduct information 

literacy sessions, prepare research guides and provide link to resources for fact checking. These 

will help patrons to recognize credible, reliable and trustworthy information using library 

resources and databases. These skills enable them to evaluate print or digital information 

resources in terms of reliability, validity, accuracy, which is free from any type of bias. 

 

3.3: Spotting Fake News: 

Libraries across globe have started taking initiative to increase awareness among their users by 

conducting special session that include research guides, special identification techniques and link 

to resources for fact checking.  

IFLA21 has made eight simple steps (based on FactCheck.org’s 2016 article) to discover the 

verifiability of a given news-piece. These are; Consider the source, Read beyond, Check the 

author, Check the date, Supporting the sources, Is it joke, Check your biasness, Ask the experts. 

The CRAP (currency, reliability, authority and purpose) Test, developed by Molly Beestrum22, is 

a helpful tool to know the credibility of a website. These four major areas currency, reliability, 

authority and purpose have their own set of questions such as when it was published, for whom it 

is created, is the evidence or reference backed up with the data, who has written it, why it is 

created, is there underline biasness. These points helps patron to determine source 

trustworthiness. These tests provide opportunity to promote skills for evaluating information and 

increase awareness of fake news. 

LibGuide23 by Indiana university, fake news, information and propaganda24 by Harvard 

University, Fake news25 by Pennstate University, real news/fake news26by UC Barkely Library, 

"Fake News," Lies and Propaganda: How to Sort Fact from Fiction27 by University of Michigan 

library are the examples of research guides for creating awareness among users about the fake 

news. Similarly The News Literacy Project28, provide skills to educators and journalists to teach 

http://www.thenewsliteracyproject.org/
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middle school and high school students to become smart, active consumers of news and 

information. Apart from it, there are various popular websites viz. factcheck29, politifact30, 

snopes31,altnews.in32, etc to check the false information critically. 

 

4. Objectives:  

The objectives of the study were; 

1. To identify and analyze the users awareness with the fake news and their ability to spot 

the fake news 

 

5. Background of the Study: 

Doon University is an autonomous state university was established by the Government of 

Uttarakhand by Doon University Act, 2005 and is recognized under 12 (B) of UGC Act 1956. 

Doon University is dedicated to promoting excellence in teaching and research while offering a 

full range of multi-disciplinary academic programmes at the undergraduate, postgraduate and 

doctoral level33.The Central Library of Doon University is playing a prominent role in 

supporting, educating, teaching and learning activities of the University. The Library has a rich 

collection of resources in both physical and digital format across a broad spectrum of disciplines 

studied in the university. Library is committed in helping the academicians in their information 

need and to keep them abreast with latest development of their area of interest. Central library 

has been providing library orientation program and users education for the newly enrolled 

students regarding the library resources and services. 

  

6. Methodology: 

In order to know the awareness among users regarding fake news and their ability to encounter 

fake news a survey method based on closed ended questionnaire was prepared and distributed 

among 200 users of the library. Out of 200 questionnaires, 180 questionnaires were received and 

analyzed. Descriptive statistics such as frequency and percentage tabulation were used in the 

analysis the data. The broad analysis is submitted as follows. 
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7. Analysis and Interpretation: 

7.1: Seeking News 

 

SN                                     Yes                                   No 

1                                180(100%)                                    0 

Table7.1: Seeking News 

The respondents were asked do they read news, 100% users responded yes. 

 

7.2: News Sources Relied by the Users: 

 

Figure7.2: News Sources Relied by the Users 

Note: Multiple answers permitted 

The graph shows the respondents choices for different media to get news in their daily life. It is 

quite clear from the above data internet (93.8%) is the major source of information to keep them 

update followed by newspaper (print) (86.6%). It is also inferred from above data that social 

media (89.4 %) is the preferred choice for them to get updates. The same study also highlighted 

by Rochlin34, that social media platforms like facebook, are becoming primary sources in which 

people see news. TV (30%) and Radio (18.8%) are the least choice of sources for news among 

them. 
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7.3: Frequency of Reading News Resources: 

 

Figure7.3: Frequency of Reading News Resources 

The data presented in Figure 7.3 shows frequency of using news resources. The data reveals the 

preference of users for social media for news regular is high (65.5%) followed by newspaper in 

print (55.5%). The same study is also highlighted by Paw research centre35that internet user 

increasingly using social media for news information. 

 

7.4: Encounter With Fake News:  Fake news is a challenge for us in our day to day life with 

the proliferation of internet and especially social media. They are presented in such a way that no 

one can question or doubt on their reliability. In order to know that respondents have faced this 

issue earlier in their life a question was put to them and presented on the table 

SN                                     Yes                                   No 

1                                 125(69.4%)                               55(30.6%) 

Table7.4: Encounter with Fake News 

The respondents were asked whether they came across with fake news. 69.4 % users informed 

that they have come across with fake news while 30.6% respondents stated that they haven’t.  
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7.5: Have You Read or Heard About Fake News 

 

Figure7.5: Fake News 

In order to check further, the respondents were given few headlines to identify which one is fake 

one. The data on above table revealed that most of the respondents say “no” while small fraction 

of users said “yes” they know it. The data shows that it is difficult to judge the credibility of the 

source. 

 

7.6: Spot Fake News: There are various websites viz. factcheck, politifact, snopes,altnews.in, 

etc to check the false information critically. In order to know that respondents are aware with 

these sites question regarding how to spot fake news was put to them and data is presented on the 

table below 

SN Yes No 

1                                     44(23.3%)                  136(75.6%) 

Table7.6: Spot Fake News 

The respondents were queried to know if they have the capability to spot fake news. However, 

most of the respondent 75.6% stated that they have no idea to check the credibility of the source. 

 

7.7: Course/Workshop Programme for Spotting Fake News: With the growth of abundance 

information through diverse media, the information seeking has become more complex. It is 

imperative for users to train themselves in selecting, browsing and evaluating needed 

information at right time. In this context question was asked to the users regarding training 

program required and responses received are presented below 
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Figure7.7: Training Programme for Spotting Fake News 

On their view on need of training/workshop program required from library for spotting 

information efficiently and effectively 49.4% respondent strongly admitted that training must be 

provided followed by 25% users revealed that they can learn from their own experience. 

 

8. Conclusion: 

Library users are now using latest technology but they still lack skills regarding usage of 

academic research tools. Also, they are not able to authenticate information on their own. With 

abundant content /information available on internet, it is very important to access the right 

information. Users have access to wide array of information but they still don’t have ability to 

distinguish between sources which are credible or otherwise. Though there has been significant 

development in the ways of communication, understanding of topics and subject, however, there 

is a lot of scope in improving information literacy among users. The widening gap between the 

access to information and ability to navigate research has created a skill gap among users which 

make them ill equipped to find scholastic authentic resource which often lead them to produce 

sub standard research works devoid of credible information. Library professionals all over the 

world are realizing that information and media literacy can play a crucial role to make citizen 

better informed. In western countries libraries have started taking initiative for spotting fake 

news in their information literacy program, while in India it is yet to start and has to go miles 

before it is achieved. The library administrators should think about it with their information 
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literacy programs to develop critical thinking among users so that they can play active role in 

supporting informed citizen. This can be achieved with active collaboration of faculty, librarian 

and library staff. They should play a leadership role in imparting information literacy skills to 

users and must ensure that these programs are available for all. The present survey provides an 

insight to the status of awareness of fake news among the students of Doon University. It has 

been realized that with orientation and user programme library can also organize 

course/workshop for spotting fake news. This is strongly recommended by the users to include 

media literacy session in user’s education program also. The case of Doon University should not 

be seen in isolation. It also holds true if we see it in a broader context of overall scenario in India. 

It reflects the country’s overall level of information literacy development among higher 

education institutions in India which has to be improved significantly so that it matches with the 

global standard both in terms of educating users and implementations. Also, there is a significant 

skill gap among users to distinguish between real and fabricated news.  
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